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Abstract—In this paper a simple terrain evaluation method for hexapod robot is introduced. This method is based on feet coordinate evaluation when all are on the ground. Depending on the feet coordinate differences the local terrain evaluation is possible. Terrain evaluation is necessary for right gait selection and/or body position correction. For terrain roughness evaluation three planes are plotted: two of them as definition points use opposite feet coordinates, third coincides with the robot body plane. The leaning angle of body plane is evaluated measuring gravity force using three-axis accelerometer. Terrain roughness evaluation method is based on angle estimation between normal vectors of these planes. Aim of this work is to present a simple method for embedded robot controller, allowing to find the best further movement settings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are very useful for environment exploration, and mobility over highly broken and unstable terrain requires legged machines [1]. For walking machines, mostly two legged (biped), four legged (quadruped), and six legged (hexapod) constructions are used. The hexapod is the most stable of the named machines, because at least three legs have a contact with surface every moment [2]. Its static stability ensures that it is stable at any movement state and does not require additional equipment to maintain stability. On the other hand, six legs require a lot of synchronization to achieve smooth movement over irregular terrain, and different motion modes – gaits – should be used for different surface.

There are many different ways for environment exploration, characterization and identification, needed for control decision making. Visual analysis using camera or various scanners has a very good perspective, but it needs a lot of computational power. Alternative way to evaluate surroundings is tactile perception.

Aim of this work is to present a simple method for embedded robot controller, allowing to find the best further movement settings by evaluating robot feet coordinates.

II. ROBOT DESCRIPTION AND COORDINATE SYSTEM ASSIGNMENT

Hexapod robot is made of rectangular body plate with length $L_1$ and width $L_2$ (Fig. 1). There are six identical legs joined to the body. Robot body pose is described by its body displacement along $x$, $y$, $z$ axes and rotation by angles $\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$ correspondingly around $x$, $y$, $z$ axes of robot’s coordinate frame. Each leg has three servomotors (Fig. 2). For robot to take a specific pose it actually has to change its each leg’s motor angles into a needed position. So robots body displacement and rotation must be transformed into leg’s motor angles.

Each foot has a surface contact sensor. Every leg movement trajectory is precalculated, but, because of unknown terrain, is stopped when it reaches surface. At this point feet coordinates can be calculated from motor angles using forward kinematics. Foot coordinate descriptions are as follows:

- $x_{RF}, y_{RF}, z_{RF}$ – right first foot coordinates;
- $x_{RM}, y_{RM}, z_{RM}$ – right middle foot coordinates;
- $x_{RH}, y_{RH}, z_{RH}$ – right hind foot coordinates;
- $x_{LF}, y_{LF}, z_{LF}$ – left first foot coordinates;
- $x_{LM}, y_{LM}, z_{LM}$ – left middle foot coordinates;
- $x_{LH}, y_{LH}, z_{LH}$ – left hind foot coordinates.

Fig. 1 Hexapod robot feet kinematic layout

Fig. 2 Leg’s kinematic layout

According to the leg’s kinematic layout (Fig. 2), the foot position in general can be calculated using formulas (1)–(3), derived using Denavit-Hartenberg method for a single foot [3]:

\[ x_{RF}, y_{RF}, z_{RF} = f(x_{RM}, y_{RM}, z_{RM}, x_{RH}, y_{RH}, z_{RH}) \]

\[ x_{LF}, y_{LF}, z_{LF} = f(x_{LM}, y_{LM}, z_{LM}, x_{LH}, y_{LH}, z_{LH}) \]
\[ x_i = x_0 + \cos \theta_i \cos \phi_i \cos \theta_i - \cos \theta_i \sin \phi_i \sin \theta_i + \sin \phi_i \cos \theta_i; \]  
(1)

\[ y_j = y_0 + \sin \theta_i \cos \phi_i \cos \theta_i - \sin \theta_i \sin \phi_i \sin \theta_i + \sin \phi_i \cos \theta_i; \]  
(2)

\[ z_j = z_0 - \sin \phi_i \cos \theta_i - \cos \phi_i \cos \theta_i \sin \phi_i - l_z \sin \theta_i - l_z; \]  
(3)

where \( x_0, y_0 \) and \( z_0 \) are coordinates of leg’s connection points to the body. These coordinates can be calculated using body kinematics expressions:

\[ x_b = \cos \beta \cos \gamma \cdot a_i - \cos \beta \sin \gamma \cdot b_i + \sin \beta \cdot c_i; \]  
(4)

\[ y_b = (\cos \alpha \sin \gamma + \cos \gamma \sin \alpha \sin \beta) \cdot a_i + (\cos \alpha \cos \gamma - \sin \alpha \sin \beta) \cdot b_i - \cos \beta \sin \alpha \cdot c_i; \]  
(5)

\[ z_b = (\sin \alpha \sin \gamma - \cos \alpha \sin \gamma \sin \beta) \cdot a_i + (\cos \gamma \sin \alpha + \cos \alpha \sin \beta \sin \gamma) \cdot b_i + \cos \alpha \cos \beta \cdot c_i. \]  
(6)

Value of body plane rotation angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are calculated by equation (7) from three-axis accelerometer data \( a_0, b_0, c_0 \) obtained measuring gravity force during short movement pauses:

\[ \alpha = \tan^{-1} \frac{b_0}{c_0}, \quad \beta = \tan^{-1} \frac{a_0}{c_0}. \]  
(7)

The angle \( \gamma \) can only be calculated from previous control actions. If there is no special need to make rotations around \( z \) axis, value of angle \( \gamma \) can be taken as 0. If prerequisite to keep the body centre at the origin of coordinate frame is made, displacements of legs’ basis for rectangular body can be easily calculated:

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = \frac{L_2}{2}, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
for RF

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = 0, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
for RM

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = -\frac{L_2}{2}, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
for RH

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = \frac{L_2}{2}, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
for LF

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = 0, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
for LM

\[ a_{i} = \frac{L_1}{2}, \quad b_{i} = \frac{L_2}{2}, \quad c_{i} = z_{0}; \]  
where \( z_0 \) is body plate displacement along \( z \) axis.

III. DESCRIPTION OF TERRAIN EVALUATION METHOD

When foot coordinates are known, many different methods can be used for terrain roughness evaluation. Quite effective is root mean square (RMS) calculation of foot \( z \) coordinate variation [4, 5, 6]. It allows quantifiable roughness evaluation, but there are no information about surface inclination, so not enough data for body angular position correction or dangerous rapid slope detection.

To obtain possibility to evaluate terrain inclination, decision to use two corresponding planes was made. For each plane definition three points are necessary, so two separate planes can be defined using six foot coordinates. To avoid linear position, for each plane first and last legs on one side and middle leg in opposite side were selected, i.e. \( LF, LH, RM \) for one, and \( RF, RH, LM \) for other.

Using three feet coordinates, the first plane can be defined by equation (8):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    a_{x_{RF}} + b_{y_{RF}} + c_{z_{RF}} + d_{i} = 0; \\
    a_{x_{LM}} + b_{y_{LM}} + c_{z_{LM}} + d_{i} = 0; \\
    a_{x_{RM}} + b_{y_{RM}} + c_{z_{RM}} + d_{i} = 0;
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(8)

where

\[ a_{i} = \frac{-d_{i}}{D_{i}} \]

\[ b_{i} = \frac{x_{RF}}{D_{i}} 1 1 1 \]

\[ c_{i} = \frac{x_{LM}}{D_{i}} 1 1 1 \]

\[ D_{i} = \begin{vmatrix}
    x_{RF} & y_{RF} & z_{RF} \\
    x_{LM} & y_{LM} & z_{LM} \\
    x_{RM} & y_{RM} & z_{RM}
\end{vmatrix} \]

Analogical solution is possible for second plane (9):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \quad a_{x_{RF}} + b_{y_{RF}} + c_{z_{RF}} + d_{2} = 0; \\
    \quad a_{x_{LM}} + b_{y_{LM}} + c_{z_{LM}} + d_{2} = 0; \\
    \quad a_{x_{RM}} + b_{y_{RM}} + c_{z_{RM}} + d_{2} = 0;
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(9)

where

\[ a_{2} = \frac{-d_{2}}{D_{2}} \]

\[ b_{2} = \frac{x_{RF}}{D_{2}} 1 1 \]

\[ c_{2} = \frac{x_{LM}}{D_{2}} 1 1 \]
When all necessary parameters for equations (8) and (9) are calculated, both planes can be described in the usual form (10):

\[ f(a, b, c) = ax + by + cz + d = 0, \]

and normal vectors can be described as (11):

\[
N_1 = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ b_1 \\ c_1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad N_2 = \begin{bmatrix} a_2 \\ b_2 \\ c_2 \end{bmatrix}.
\] (11)

Declination angle from horizontal position can be calculated for both planes. Declination angle around \( x \) axis for first plane \( \alpha_1 \) and for the second plane \( \alpha_2 \) can be calculated using equations (12), declination angle around \( y \) axis for first plane \( \beta_1 \) and for the second plane \( \beta_2 \) – using equations (13):

\[
\alpha_1 = \tan^{-1} \frac{b_1}{c_1}, \quad \alpha_2 = \tan^{-1} \frac{b_2}{c_2};
\] (12)

\[
\beta_1 = \tan^{-1} \frac{a_1}{c_1}, \quad \beta_2 = \tan^{-1} \frac{a_2}{c_2}. \] (13)

Calculated declination angles together with vertical feet coordinate displacement, characterized by coefficients \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \), can be used for quantitative evaluation of terrain roughness. Mentioned RMS method can be used in this case. Also the additional information about surrounding environment can be obtained – surface inclination can be detected and evaluated.

IV. THE MODELING RESULTS

The imitational model was created using MATLAB for presented terrain evaluation method verification. All dimensions were taken equal to the designed physical model:

\[ L_1 = 160 \text{ mm}; \quad L_2 = 90 \text{ mm}; \]
\[ l_1 = 80 \text{ mm}; \quad l_2 = 105 \text{ mm}; \quad l_3 = 68 \text{ mm}. \]

As initial data only \( z \) coordinates for every foot were altered: \( RF, RH \) and \( LM \) were lifted 10 mm, \( LF \) and \( LH \) – lowered 50 mm, and \( RM \) – lifted 50 mm (figures show robot from the backside). For better visualization both mentioned planes and straights, collinear to normal vectors, are defined. As expected, obtained values are adequate to the definitions:

\[ \alpha_1 = \alpha_2 = \beta_1 = 0; \quad c_1 = 10 \text{ mm}; \quad c_2 = -10 \text{ mm}; \quad \beta_2 = -21.8^\circ. \]

In Fig. 3 it is easy to notice, that defined terrain roughness is close to critical, when robot will not reach the surface regarding to dimensional and motional limits, so to keep body plane horizontal (if not defined by task) is not reasonable. The easiest way to define new body position is to turn it by angle, equal to the average of both additional planes declination angles: body plane rotation angle around \( x \) axis \( \alpha_3 = (\alpha_1 + \alpha_2)/2 \), and around \( y \) axis – \( \beta_3 = (\beta_1 + \beta_2)/2 \).

Result of modeling is presented in Fig. 4, and robot obviously has bigger reserve for motion because all leg’s angles are closer to neutral position.

When hexapod robot walks on surface with high lateral declination and low roughness, it is very important not only to make a movement, but avoid sideslip (Fig. 5, \( RF, RM \) and \( RH \) feet are lifted 100 mm, \( LF, LM \) and \( LH \) feet are lowered 61 mm, \( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = -32.8^\circ \)). Limit of lateral declination angle is reached in this case – left side legs are fully extended, and
Body angular adjustment (Fig. 6) not only extends motion possibilities (all joints obtain movement freedom), but keeps contact with surface angles suitable to avoid sideslip. It shows the advantage of presented body plane position adjustment method for terrain with high lateral declination. Similar results are obtained with other surface declination directions.

For method testing at high terrain roughness the next set of feet displacements is presented: RF and LH are lifted 80 mm, LF and RH – lowered 20 mm, RM – lifted 30 mm, LM – lowered 30 mm (Fig. 7). Resulting feet plane declination angles are high: \( \alpha_1 = -32^\circ \), \( \alpha_2 = 32^\circ \), \( \beta_1 = -13.5^\circ \); \( \beta_2 = 0 \), \( c_1 = 9.5 \text{ mm} \), \( c_2 = -9.5 \text{ mm} \). After adjustment body plane angles are \( \alpha_0 = 0 \) and \( \beta_0 = -6.75^\circ \) – suitable for this situation, so this method works at high roughness too.

V. CONCLUSION

The presented simple terrain roughness evaluation method can be implemented into embedded hexapod robot controller and allows detect surface declination and make body plane angular position correction for better performance.

The further work is to find the best quantitative characterization of obtained angular and displacement values for robot control – optimal gait selection and trajectory corrections.
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